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Abstract

Recent interest in online education, such as Massively Open Online Courses and

intelligent tutoring systems, promises large amounts of data from students solving

items at different levels of proficiency over time. Existing approaches for infer-

ring students’ knowledge from data require a cognitive model – a mapping between

the tutor problems and the set of skills they require. This is a very expensive re-

quirement, since it depends on expert domain knowledge. The success of previous

methods in using student performance data to construct this mapping automatically

has been limited in that they cannot handle data collected over time, or that they

require expensive expert domain knowledge. This dissertation studies how to model

students’ time varying knowledge, without requiring expert domain knowledge. We

introduce four novel methods:

• Dynamic Cognitive Tracing: an easily implemented prototype that jointly esti-

mates cognitive and student models.

• Automatic Knowledge Tracing: a method to discover first a mapping of items

to skills and then a student model separately.

• Topical Hidden Markov Model: a fully Bayesian method to discover both cog-

nitive and student models jointly.

• ItemClue: a method to bias the estimation of Topical Hidden Markov Model

to discover more interpretable cognitive models by grouping similar items to-

gether.

We evaluate our methods on synthetic data and real student data collected from

students interacting with two commercial tutoring systems. Our automatic meth-

ods require much less human work and can achieve significantly higher accuracy at

predicting future student performance than the models handcrafted by experts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In many instructional settings, students are graded by their performance on instruments such

as exams or homework assignments. Usually, these instruments are made of items – questions,

problems, parts of questions – which are graded individually. Recent interest in online education,

such as Massively Open Online Courses and intelligent tutoring systems, promises large amounts

of data from students solving items at different levels of proficiency over time. A challenge in

modern educational technology is to use item-level data to build student models, an estimate of

the student’s understanding of the subject matter [VanLehn, 1988]. Student models are impor-

tant because they enable adapting the instruction to the student’s needs [Corbett and Anderson,

1995].

For example, suppose we are interested in understanding a student’s reading ability using data

from a reading tutor that listens to children read aloud. Figure 1.1 shows sample data in this

scenario. We follow the convention of using the term item for anything for which per-student

grades are recorded [Winters et al., 2005]. The value of the input variable xt is the identifier of the

item, which in this case is the word read by the student at time step t. The target variable yt is the

performance of the student – in this case whether the tutor accepted the word read. The student

attempts to read the words “smile because it happened,” but misreads the word “because.” The

student model can be evaluated to predict future student performance.

Assessing knowledge from item-level data requires a cognitive diagnostic model – a mapping

of items to skills [Corbett and Anderson, 1995]. Cognitive diagnostic models are often built

manually by context experts and psychologists — an effort that can take years [Corbett, 2013,
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Figure 1.1: Reading tutor example of student modeling

Beck, 2007]. For example, in our reading tutor scenario, it is not a trivial endeavor to cluster a

dictionary of words into the set of skills needed to read them.

Methods to infer cognitive diagnostic models automatically have been restricted to static instru-

ments administered to a student only once or twice. Current methods for discovering cognitive

diagnostic models from student performance data are restricted due to (i) inability to handle lon-

gitudinal data – data collected over time, or (ii) not being fully automatic. For example:

• Matrix-based methods [Winters et al., 2005], such as Principal Component Analysis, Non-

Negative Matrix Factorization and the Q-Matrix Method [Barnes, 2005], ignore the tem-

poral dimension of the data. For a case where there are N students and M items, these

methods model student performance in a N ×M matrix. Such a matrix does not encode

longitudinal data and is not able to represent that a student may encounter an item multiple

times. Such matrix representations do not distinguish between bad performance at early

time steps and bad performance after a lot of practice.

• On the other hand, semi-automatic approaches, such as Learning Factors Analysis [Cen

et al., 2006], are designed for temporal data, but require an expert’s cognitive model to

improve upon.

In this dissertation we think of topics as the skills required to solve an item. Other authors have

referred to skills as knowledge components [Cen et al., 2006] or topic skills [Desmarais, 2011].

Our contribution is a fully automatic approach to discover a cognitive model of longitudinal

2



student data. Our goal is to discover student models, using an automatic clustering of items into

skills.

1.1 What is an Item?

Previous work on fully automatic discovery of cognitive models has focused on static data – data

without a temporal dimension. In this scenario, determining what is an item is straightforward:

items are questions, problems or parts of questions [Winters et al., 2005]. However, dynamic

data is often collected using an intelligent tutoring system, and the set of items presented to

the student need not be determined a priori: a tutor may decide the items during the teaching

activity. The methods we discuss in this thesis to discover cognitive diagnostic models assume

each item has a unique identifier. We now discuss the design decisions we make to assign item

identifiers.

We consider the format used by the PSLC DataShop1 [Koedinger et al., 2010], a public repository

for dozens of dynamic student-tutor datasets. The Datashop has developed a standard format

to log dynamic student data. Although this format was not designed explicitly for automatic

discovery of cognitive models, it is possible to use it for this purpose. The rich variety of tutors

in the PSLC Datashop (dictation, geometry, algebra, physics, foreign language learning, etc.)

proves that the format is general enough to support different tutors.

The PSLC Datashop is stored in relational database tables. It specifies columns for “problem

name” and “step name.” A Datashop problem is a task for a student to perform that typically

involves multiple steps. A step is an observable part of solving to a problem. Step names are

determined by the user interface available to the student for solving the problem. We consider

three alternatives to model the identifier of items:

1. Problem Name - Step Name: Use the combination of problem and step name as identi-

fiers. This strategy produces the most identifiers, and does not allow sharing steps across

problems. This is the strategy used by Cen et al. [2006] to improve on existing cognitive

models. This approach does not require an expert to name the items.

2. Step Name: Use the heuristic that items across different problems may use the same set of

1https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/
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skills if they share the same step name. This approach requires an expert to name the items,

but enables different problems to share steps, reducing the number of free parameters.

3. Problem Name: Use the problem names to identify items. In this case, the cognitive

model discovered would be mapping the skills required to solve problems, not steps. This

often produces the fewest identifiers of the strategies.

In this dissertation, we do not consider the step name strategy, building unique identifiers of step

names, because it is not a fully automatic strategy.

1.2 Thesis Statement and Contributions

In this thesis we propose that data-driven methods for automatic skill discovery and tracing

student knowledge can have performance comparable to manually engineered approaches that

use domain knowledge. We quantify performance as how accurately the cognitive diagnostic

model predicts future student performance.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes a feasibility study of the

thesis statement. Chapter 3 describes our proposed methods to map items to skills. Chapter 4

describes a methodology to improve interpretability of the skills discovered. Chapter 5 describes

preliminary follow-on work. Chapter 6 reviews related prior work. Chapter 7 provides some

concluding remarks.

4



Chapter 2

Feasibility

In this chapter we describe our methodology to quickly prototype a system to support the thesis

statement. The work described in this chapter extends previously published work:

• J. P. González-Brenes and J. Mostow. Dynamic Cognitive Tracing: Towards Unified Dis-

covery of Student and Cognitive Models. In J. Stamper, K. Yacef, and O. Zaı̈ane (editors).

Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Educational Data Mining, pages 49–

56. Chania, Greece, 2012.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes our approach, Dynamic Cognitive

Tracing. Section 2.2 describes the experiments we conduct to evaluate Dynamic Cognitive Trac-

ing.

2.1 Dynamic Cognitive Tracing

In this section we describe Dynamic Cognitive Tracing, a prototype of a method that is able to

discover a cognitive diagnostic model and a student model simultaneously. The main advantage

of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing is that it can easily be implemented using existing toolkits for

Bayesian networks, such as the BNT toolkit [Murphy, 2001].

The rest of this section is organized as follows. Subsection 2.1.1 details our approach. Subsec-

tion 2.1.2 provides pointers on the training and inference algorithms used.
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1. Draw Qx ∼ Multinomial; M times
2. For each time-step t ∈ {0 . . . T}:

(a) Draw xt ∼ Multinomial
(b) For each skill s ∈ {0 . . .S}:
(c) Set qs,t ← Qxt

(d) Draw Ks,t ∼ Binomial
(e) Set ks,t ← Kqt · qs,t
(f) yt ∼ Binomial

Figure 2.1: Generative method of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing

2.1.1 Model Specification

We formulate Dynamic Cognitive Tracing as a Bayesian Network. Bayesian Networks [Pearl,

1988], are a popular framework to reason using noisy information. Bayesian networks are di-

rected acyclic graphical models where the nodes represent variables and the edges specify statis-

tical dependencies between variables.

Bayesian Networks are often described using plate diagram notation to show the statistical re-

lationship between their random variables. The plate diagram of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing is

shown in Figure 2.2a. Instead of drawing a variable multiple times, we follow the convention of

using a plate to group repeated variables. As an example, we unroll Dynamic Cognitive Trac-

ing using two skills in Figure 2.2b. The description of the generative story of the variables is

described in Figure 2.1. We follow the convention of using dark-gray to color variables that are

observable during both training and testing. Variables visible during training only are colored in

light gray. Latent variables, which are never observed, are denoted in white circles. The double-

line around variables are used to indicate that their respective value is calculated deterministically

given their parents.
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(a) Plate diagram
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(b) Unrolled example with two skills. For sim-
plicity nodes k and q are drawn together

Figure 2.2: Dynamic Cognitive Tracing as a graphical model

The variables in Dynamic Cognitive Tracing are:

• S is the number of skills in the model.

• M is the number of items that the student can practice with the tutor. For example, in the

case of a reading tutor, M is the vocabulary size. If the tutor is creating items dynamically,

M is the number of templates from which items are being generated.

• xt is the identifier of the item at time t.

• Q is an M× S matrix that maps items to skills. Each row Qx is modeled as a multinomial

representing the skills required for item x . For example, if Qxt = [0.5, 0.5, 0, 0], we inter-

pret item xt to be a mixture of skills 1 and 2. In this example xt does not require skills 3

and 4. Q need not be hidden. If in fact Q is known, we can clamp the parameters to their

known values.

• qt is a skill drawn from the mixture Qxt . For example, qt = 1 iff skill 1 is required for item

xt, qt = 2 iff skill 2 is required, and so on. qt is chosen deterministically as the row number

xt of Q.

• Ks,t indicates whether the student has the knowledge of skill s. Notice, there is a Marko-

vian dependency across time steps: if skill s is known at time t−1, it is likely to be known
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at time t. Therefore, we also need to know which skills were active on the previous time

step (i.e., ks,t depends on qt−1). For simplicity, in this work we treat each K as a binary

variable (whether the skill is known or not).

• ks,t is a binary variable that represents if the skill is known and required by the item xt.

Hence, its value is computed deterministically by applying dot product to the value of its

parents: ks,t is true iff skill s is required (qt = s), and the student has learned the skill

(Ks,t = 1).

• yt is the target variable that models performance. We represent performance as a binary

variable (i.e., right or wrong), and we model it using a binomial distribution.

Our main contribution is unsupervised estimation of the cognitive diagnostic model Q from

longitudinal data, while simultaneously estimating the student model parameters. In the next

subsection, we describe how to learn the parameters of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing and how to

perform inference on it.

2.1.2 Training and Inference

We formulate Dynamic Cognitive Tracing as a directed graphical model (Bayesian Network). We

leverage existing technologies to quickly implement a prototype of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing.

We use the Bayesian Network Toolkit [Murphy, 2001] (BNT) for Matlab.

As described in Section 2.1.1, the knowledge of a skill is dependent on its value on the previous

time step. This kind of dependency is called a Markov Chain. Therefore, in Dynamic Cognitive

Tracing, the student knowledge of S skills is modeled using S layers of Markov Chains. Unfor-

tunately, exact inference on layers of Markov Chains that produce a single output is intractable:

the runtime complexity grows exponentially with the number of layers [Ghahramani and Jordan,

1997]. Hence, we limit our study to a small number of skills. In Chapter 3 we describe inference

techniques that scale better using Gibbs Sampling.

The name Bayesian Network is a misnomer, because it does not require Bayesian Estimation,

which uses random variables to model all sources of uncertainty (like the model’s parameters).

We use Maximum Likelihood Estimation to perform exact inference. BNT implements the Junc-

tion Tree algorithm [Jensen et al., 1989], an inference algorithm that generalizes the Forward-

8



Backward algorithm used in Knowledge Tracing and Hidden Markov Models [Rabiner and

Juang, 1986]. To estimate the parameters of the model, we use the Expectation-Maximization

(E-M) algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977]. Like all non-convex optimizers, E-M is not guaranteed

to find the globally optimal solution.

2.2 Empirical Evaluation

In this section we describe experiments to validate Dynamic Cognitive Tracing. Section 2.2.1

describes experiments using synthetic data. Section 2.2.2 describes an experiment using real

student data.

2.2.1 Synthetic data

In this section, we report results of using Dynamic Cognitive Tracing to predict future student

performance using synthetically generated datasets. In the context of this paper, we decouple

the problem of discovering the assignments of items to skills from the problem of discovering

the number of skills. For our experiments, we assume the number of skills is known. In a real

scenario, where the number of skills is unknown, it could be estimated by using cross-validation.

We evaluate Dynamic Cognitive Tracing with the true number of skills.

Dynamic Cognitive Tracing aims to discover the skills automatically without supervision. We

test whether the cognitive diagnostic model estimated by Dynamic Cognitive Tracing outper-

forms a cognitive diagnostic model that assigns all of the items to a single skill. Therefore, as a

baseline, we compare against Knowledge Tracing using a single skill.

In all comparisons between Knowledge Tracing and Dynamic Cognitive Tracing, the parame-

ters are estimated using the same training set. Students in the testing and training sets do not

overlap.

To generate the synthetic data sets, we use the generative story described in Figure 2.1, hav-

ing each student encounter 25 items during training (sequence length = 25). In preliminary

experiments, we noticed that by the 25th time step, most synthetic students learned. We sample

randomly the sequence length of the test set, so we have a more balanced test set that has roughly

9



the same number of correct and incorrect answers.

We want synthetic data to be plausible; for example, the probability of answering an item cor-

rectly by guessing should be lower than the probability of answering an item correctly due to

knowledge. Therefore, the synthetic datasets follow these constraints:

• The learning probability, the probability of transitioning from not knowing a skill, to

knowing it, lies in [0.01 . . . 0.45].

• The guess probability, the probability of answering correctly given that the student does

not know the skill, lies in [0.01 . . . 0.30].

• The slip probability, the probability of answering incorrectly given that the student knows

the skill, lies in [0.01 . . . 0.30].

Note that these constraints are only exercised for generating the data. None of our models make

use of this prior knowledge. For simplicity, in this chapter we limit studying cognitive diag-

nostic models that have only one skill active per item, but Dynamic Cognitive Tracing does not

make use of this information. We constrain the models to have zero forget probability (e.g., the

transition probability from “knowing” to “not knowing” is zero).

We design the synthetic students to not have any initial knowledge. Beck and Chang [2007] ar-

gued that when Knowledge Tracing performs badly, it is often because of incorrect estimation of

the initial knowledge of the students (initial probabilities). We want to make sure that our results

are better than Knowledge Tracing because of the strengths of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing, not

because Knowledge Tracing got stuck in an “unlucky” local optimum.

We use E-M to learn the parameters of the models. We initialize the emission probabilities (slip

and guess probabilities) of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing using the values of Knowledge Tracing

with a single-skill model (S = 1). We initialize the other parameters of Dynamic Cognitive

Tracing and Knowledge Tracing randomly. We use cross-validation to pick the best of five

different random initializations.

Unless noted otherwise, each dataset is divided in three parts: (i) a training set with 200 students,

(ii) a development set with 50 students, used to choose the best out of five random initializations

of the E-M algorithm, and (iii) a test set with 50 students. Students do not overlap among the

sets.
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We report the performance of our models using two metrics:

• Average Per-item Likelihood. Likelihood is a common metric to evaluate models that

find latent structure [Ghahramani and Jordan, 1997]. It measures how likely a model is to

predict the test set. It penalizes high-confidence incorrect predictions more heavily. More

formally, let I be the number of students in the test set, let p̂i,t be the estimated performance

of student i at time t, let yi,t be the real performance of the student and let Ti be the number

of time steps for student i. Then we compute the per-item likelihood as:

I∑
i

Ti∑
t

p(ŷi,t = yi,t|ŷi,t−1, xi,t)

I∑
i

Ti

• Classification Accuracy. Classification accuracy measures how often the predicted per-

formance matches the actual performance. Formally, let δ(·) be the Indicator function that

returns 1 iff its argument is true, and 0 otherwise. We compute the accuracy as:

I∑
i

Ti∑
t

δ(p(ŷi,t = yi,t|p̂i,t−1, xi,t) > 0.5)

I∑
i

Ti

In the next section, we report all of the different combinations of parameters we used.

2.2.1.1 Results

We created a total of 60 random synthetic datasets using the constraints explained in Section 2.2.1.

All of them have four types of items (M = 4). We created twenty datasets with 2, 3 and, 4 skills

(S = 2, 3, 4), respectively. As a proof of concept, we use Dynamic Cognitive Tracing with the

correct number of skills.

In Figure 2.3, the horizontal axis denotes the likelihood of single-skill Knowledge Tracing. The

vertical axis is the likelihood of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing. The solid line divides the datasets in

11
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Figure 2.3: Average Likelihood of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing and single-skill Knowledge Trac-
ing in 60 different data sets

Table 2.1: Dynamic Cognitive Tracing’s worst performing dataset (highlighted in Figure 2.3)

Skill 1 Skill 2
Learning probability: .35 .30
Slip probability: .09 .08
Guess probability: .02 .11

which Dynamic Cognitive Tracing performed better than Knowledge Tracing (upper left corner)

and the ones in which it performed worse (lower right corner). The dotted lines represent the

confidence interval for the mean of the likelihood of Knowledge Tracing. Dynamic Cognitive

Tracing performs as well or above the baseline in a total of 52 (87%) of the datasets.

Is estimating a cognitive diagnostic model with Dynamic Cognitive Tracing better than assum-

ing a single skill model? Dynamic Cognitive Tracing should outperform a model that assumes

that there are no distinguishable skills. Therefore, we compare the mean likelihood of Dynamic

Cognitive Tracing (x̄DCT = 62.34, sDCT = 5.13), with the mean likelihood of single-skill Knowl-

edge Tracing (x̄KT = 59.97, sKT = 5.18). The null hypothesis is that the mean likelihood of both

models is the same (H0 : µDCT = µKT ). We perform a two-tailed t-test, pairing on the datasets

(n = 60). We reject the null hypothesisH0 with confidence p < 0.05. We conclude that Dynamic

Cognitive Tracing outperforms Knowledge Tracing with a single skill assumption.

In Table 2.2, we aggregate the results of Figure 2.3. We report the mean performance of the

parameters that generate the 60 synthetic data sets (True model), Dynamic Cognitive Tracing,

12



Table 2.2: Model Comparison Over Number of Skills

2 skills 3 skills 4 skills
Acc. Lik. Acc. Lik. Acc. Lik.

True model .75 .64 .75 .61 .76 .62
DCT .74 .63 .73 .62 .73 .62
KT (1 skill) .71 .61 .69 .59 .70 .60
Majority .63 - .66 - .67 -
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Figure 2.4: Cumulative Distribution Function of the Likelihood over 100 random initializations
(using the dataset highlighted in Figure 2.3)

single-skilled Knowledge Tracing (KT), and the classifier that always predicts the majority class

(Majority). We present the mean classification accuracy and the mean likelihood. Dynamic Cog-

nitive Tracing has likelihood and classification accuracy similar to the True model and dominates

Knowledge Tracing.

In Figure 2.3 the arrow points to the dataset that performs the worst compared to the single-skill

Knowledge Tracing baseline. The likelihoods of the True model, Dynamic Cognitive Tracing,

and single-skill Knowledge Tracing are 65%, 57%, and 61%, respectively. We try to understand

when Knowledge Tracing outperforms Dynamic Cognitive Tracing, by studying this specific

dataset. Table 2.1 shows the parameters of the student model. We notice that the learning and

slip probabilities of the two skills are very similar. We run the E-M algorithm using 100 dif-

ferent random initializations for both Dynamic Cognitive Tracing and Knowledge Tracing. We

use the same training set used for the highlighted dataset of Figure 2.3. To ensure more reli-

able results, we use a larger test set of 200 students (instead of 50 students). Figure 2.4 shows
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the Cumulative Distribution Function of the likelihood over 100 random initializations. For a

specific likelihood ` on the horizontal axis, the vertical axis is the percentage of initializations

with likelihood found at a value less than or equal to `. Figure 2.4 shows that the likelihood of

the True model is 62.6%. The best likelihood of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing is 61.1%, and of

single-skill Knowledge Tracing is 59.7%. The inflection on the Knowledge Tracing line shows

that it gets stuck in local optima in less than 5% of the restarts, and most initializations have

likelihood 59.7%. On the other hand, for this dataset, the smooth curve of Dynamic Cognitive

Tracing shows that it gets stuck in local optima 99% of the time,. While there is a Dynamic

Cognitive Tracing solution that outperforms Knowledge Tracing, the E-M algorithm found it in

only 4% of the initializations.

To give a taste of how Dynamic Cognitive Tracing works, we now show a sample cognitive

diagnostic model. We refer to the cognitive diagnostic model from the ground truth and the one

discovered by our data-driven Dynamic Cognitive Tracing as Q∗ and Q̂, respectively:

Q∗ =


1 0

0 1

0 1

1 0

 Q̂ =


0.85 0.15

0.43 0.57

0.27 0.73

0.91 0.09



The estimated cognitive model has some uncertainty, but if we round Q̂ to integer values, it

matches Q∗. In the next chapter, we are interested in using Bayesian priors to encourage sparse

entries in Q̂ [Goldwater and Griffiths, 2007]. Bayesian estimation is not currently supported by

the BNT toolkit in which we implemented our model.

In Figure 2.5 we show how long it took to perform a single restart of Dynamic Cognitive Tracing

and Knowledge Tracing. Although Dynamic Cognitive Tracing achieves better accuracy, its

exact inference implementation does not scale well with the number of skills.

We now try to simulate the effect of different amounts of training data. For this, we experiment

with 50, 100, 200, and 400 students. We observed that in the PSLC DataShop [Koedinger et al.,

2010], a repository for student data sets, it is common for smaller datasets to have data from

at least 50 students. We assess the performance of our approach using ten synthetic training

sets with different numbers of students. For all experiments here, we used four different types
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Table 2.3: Model Comparison Over Number of Items

M = 4 M = 8 M=12
Acc. Lik. Acc. Lik. Acc. Lik.

True model .77 .66 .70 .60 .73 .61
DCT .76 .65 .67 .58 .66 .57
KT(1 skill) .73 .63 .64 .56 .66 .57
Majority .66 - .59 - .58 -

Table 2.4: Model Comparison on Real-Student Data

Acc. Lik.
DCT (2 skills) .81 .73
KT(1 skill) .80 .71

of items (M = 4), and two skills (S = 2). In Figure 2.6, the True model line represents the

classification accuracy of the model using the parameters from which the synthetic data was

generated. The Knowledge Tracing line shows the performance of this approach, using a single

skill. The results suggest that the approaches compared can achieve good performance even on

a smaller datasets.

Since we are actually clustering items into skills, the number of different items (M) may have

an impact on the performance of our approach. We create ten sets with 4, 8 and 16 item types

respectively (M = 4, 8, 16). All of them have two skills (S = 2). In Table 2.3, we summarize

the likelihood and the classification accuracy of different models. The True model’s parameters

achieve the highest likelihood, followed by our approach, which dominates Knowledge Tracing.

This experiment provides evidence that discovering a cognitive diagnostic model using data can

improve predictions of student performance.

2.2.2 Algebra Tutor data

We now describe how we validate Dynamic Cognitive Tracing on real student data. We use a

dataset of students interacting with Bridge to Algebra Cognitive Tutor R© [Koedinger et al., 2010].

We select the ten most popular problems of the dataset. This gives us a total of 85 students who

attempted to solve these problems. We encode the identifier of items using the “problem name”

column (see Section 1.1 for a discussion). We compare single-skill Knowledge Tracing, with
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Dynamic Cognitive Tracing discovering two skills. We use 10 random restarts for each approach.

We perform 10-fold cross-validation: we repeat the experiments ten time using nine folds to train

the methods and the remaining fold to estimate performance. The folds are the same for the two

approaches. Table 2.4 shows the mean classification accuracy, and the mean per-item likelihood

across the folds.

We now test whether if estimating a 2-skill cognitive model with Dynamic Cognitive Tracing is

better than assuming a single skill model. We compare the mean likelihood of Dynamic Cogni-

tive Tracing (x̄DCT = 72.95, sDCT = 5.14), with the mean likelihood of single-skill Knowledge

Tracing (x̄KT = 71.30, sKT = 3.90). The null hypothesis is that the mean likelihood of both mod-

els is the same (H0 : µDCT = µKT ). We perform a two-tailed t-test, pairing on the corresponding

cross-validation folds (n=10). We reject the null hypothesis H0 at the 95% confidence level. We

conclude that discovering a 2-skill model with Dynamic Cognitive Tracing outperforms Knowl-

edge Tracing with a single skill assumption in this dataset. The average improvement of using

Dynamic Cognitive Tracing (x̄DCT = 72.95) over Knowledge Tracing (x̄KT = 71.30) is of 42%

of the standard deviation (sKT = 3.90) of the baseline.

2.3 Conclusion

We propose Dynamic Cognitive Tracing as a novel unified approach to two problems previously

addressed separately in intelligent tutoring systems: (i) Student Modeling, which infers students’

learning by observing student performance [Corbett and Anderson, 1995], and (ii) Cognitive

Modeling, which factors problem solving steps into the latent set of skills required to perform

them [Cen et al., 2006].

We provide empirical results using synthetic data supporting the hypothesis that our unsupervised

approach is better than assuming that all items come from the same skill. Dynamic Cognitive

Tracing significantly outperforms Knowledge Tracing using a single skill assumption.

We used the Bayesian Networks Toolkit to quickly prototype our approach. However, our proto-

type is limited in that (i) the inference algorithm used by the toolkit leads to complexity exponen-

tial in the number of skills, and (ii) the optimization algorithm gets stuck in local optima.
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Chapter 3

Mapping Items to Skills

In this chapter we present two novel methods that discover a cognitive and student model from

longitudinal data. We follow an evaluation methodology previously proposed [González-Brenes

and Mostow, 2011] for comparing a method that discovers separate models to a method that

discovers a joint model: Automatic Knowledge Tracing discovers a cognitive diagnostic model

and then a student model, while Topical Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a joint model.

The rest of this chapter is outlined as follows: Section 3.1 describes Automatic Knowledge

Tracing; Section 3.2 describes Topical Hidden Markov Model; Section 3.3 describes empirical

evaluation; Section 3.4 concludes.

The description of Topical HMM in this chapter extends previously published work:

• J. P. González-Brenes and J. Mostow. Topical HMMs for Factorization of Input-Output

Sequential Data. In P. Bartlett, F. Pereira, C. Burges, L. Bottou, and K. Weinberger, editors,

paper presented at Personalizing Education Workshop in Advances in Neural Information

Processing Systems (NIPS’12), Lake Tahoe, CA, 2012

• J. P. González-Brenes and J. Mostow. What and When do Students Learn? Fully Data-

Driven Joint Estimation of Cognitive and Student Models. In A. Olney, P. Pavlik, and

A. Graesser, editors, Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Educational Data

Mining, pages 236–240, Memphis, TN, 2013
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Figure 3.1: Components of the Automatic Knowledge Tracing pipeline

3.1 Automatic Knowledge Tracing

Automatic discovery of cognitive diagnostic models on static data has used matrix factorization

techniques, such as Non-Negative Matrix Factorization [Lee and Seung, 1999]. We now describe

our attempt to use matrix factorization to trace student-varying knowledge of skills. We formu-

late Automatic Knowledge Tracing as a pipeline: we first use matrix factorization and clustering

to discover a cognitive diagnostic model, and then we use Knowledge Tracing [Corbett and An-

derson, 1995].

We first summarize matrix factorization, a family of algorithms that map both student and items

to a joint latent factor space of dimensionality F inferred from performance patterns. Figure 3.1a

shows Matrix Factorization using graphical model notation. Rather than repeat a variable, we

follow the convention of using a plate to group repeated variables in Figure 3.1a. Variables

visible only during training are in light gray. Latent variables, which are never observed, are

denoted in white circles.

Performing matrix factorization on matrix Y requires estimating K and V such that:

ŷu,m = g(~vm · ~ku) (3.1)

here ~vm, ~ku ∈ RF . For a given item m, the elements of ~vm measure the extent to which the item

requires latent abilities (factors); for a given student u, the elements of ~ku measure the extent

to which the student u has the latent abilities; g is a link function. Singh and Gordon [2008]
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showed that different matrix factorization algorithms can be derived with a specific choice of g,

under certain constraints. For example, Conventional Matrix Factorization [Koren et al., 2009]

uses a linear link function and Binary Matrix Factorization [Zhang et al., 2007] uses a logistic

link function.

3.1.1 Model Specification

Algorithm 1 Automatic Knowledge Tracing
Require: A sequence of item identifiers x1...Tu for U users, number of skills S, number of

student states L, number of items M

1: function AUTOMATIC KNOWLEDGE TRACING({yu,1 . . . yu,Tu : u ∈ 1 . . . U}, S)
2: // First part of analysis does not consider time:
3: Y′ = ∅
4: for each user u do
5: for each time step t do
6: if yxu,t = ∅ then // Take first observation of item
7: Y′u,xu,t ← yu,t

8: // Discover skills:
9: 〈K,V〉 = matrix factorization(Y’, S)

10: 〈v→ q〉 = cluster(~v1, . . . , ~vM , S) // Map each factor v into a cluster q
11: // Do conventional Knowledge Tracing:
12: for each skill s← 1 . . . S do
13: y′′ ← ∅
14: for each user u← 1 . . . U do
15: for each time t← 1 . . . TU do
16: if 〈vxu,t → s〉 ∈ 〈v→ q〉 then
17: y′′s,u ← Y′u,xu,t

18: train hmm(y′′s,u)

Algorithm 1 describes the details of the Automatic Knowledge Tracing algorithm we propose:

Let U be the number of students, and M be the number of items. Lines 2–7 build a U × M

matrix Y′ where each entry is the performance of a student solving an item. For simplicity, in

case a student solves an item multiple times, we only take into account the first encounter of the

item. We do not explore using other descriptive statistics such as the last encounter, the average

or the median. Line 9 performs matrix factorization to approximate the entries of the matrix Y.

Line 10 uses a clustering algorithm to group items with similar factors together. A graphical
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Figure 3.2: Topical HMM as a graphical model

model representation of the clustering is in Figure 3.1b, where we assume that the factors are

observed. Lines 11–18 perform Knowledge Tracing by training a Hidden Markov Model on the

sequences of the student performance practicing a skill.

3.2 Topical Hidden Markov Model

We formulate Topical Hidden Markov Model (Topical HMM) as a mixed membership model: we

use soft classification of items into skills using latent variables. For example, in Latent Dirichlet

Allocation [Blei et al., 2003], a popular mixed-membership model, a multinomial encodes a

document as a mixture of topics. Similarly, Topical HMM uses a multinomial to encode an item

as a mixture of skills.

We describe the formulation of Topical HMM and its assumptions in Section 3.2.1, and the

Blocked Gibbs Sampler algorithm we use for inference in Section 3.2.2.
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3.2.1 Model Specification

Graphical models are described using plate diagram notation and a generative story; we show

these formalisms for Topical HMM in Figure 3.2 and Algorithm 2, respectively. We unroll

Topical HMM using two skills in Figure 3.2b. The hyper-parameters in Topical HMM are:

• S is the number of skills in the model.

• U is the number of users (students).

• Tu is the number of time steps student u practiced.

• M is the number of items. For example, in the case of a reading tutor, M may represent

the vocabulary size. If the tutor is creating items dynamically, we assume that M can be

calculated as the number of templates from which items are being generated.

• L is the number of levels a student can master. For example, if we consider that students

can be novice, medium or expert, we would use L = 3. We only use two levels of mastery

(knowledge or not) following previous convention [Corbett and Anderson, 1995].

The discrete variables are:

• xu,t is the item the student u practiced at time t.

• qt is the skill required for item xu,t. For example, qt = 1 iff skill 1 is required for item xu,t,

qt = 2 iff skill 2 is required, and so on. The value of qt is being drawn by the multinomial

Qxu,t , which allows for soft membership of skills.

• ksu,t is a variable that takes values from 1 . . . L that represents the level of knowledge for

skill s. There is a Markovian dependency across time steps: if skill s is known at time t−1,

it is likely to be known at time t. We impose a deterministic constraint that the knowledge

of a skill can only change its value while the student exercises the skill. Thus, we assume

there is no transfer between skills [Koedinger and Roll, 2012].

• yu,t is the target variable that models performance. It is only observed during training.

Since we take a fully Bayesian approach, we model parameters as random variables:

• Qxu,t is a multinomial representing the skills required for item xu,t . For example, ifQxu,t =

[0.5, 0.5, 0, 0], we interpret item xu,t to be a mixture of skills 1 and 2, and not needing
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skills 3 and 4. Therefore, Topical HMM is able to assign multiple skills per item. Xu and

Mostow [2012] compared the multiple strategies used in the literature to model multiple

skills per item. They argue that considering multiple skills simultaneously works better

than previous work that trains each skill separately and assigns full responsibility according

to a function (typically by using either multiplication, the minimum or the maximum).

Topical HMM is similar to LR-DBN [Xu and Mostow, 2012] in that it considers multiple

skills simultaneously: Topical HMM considers items a convex combination of skills, while

LR-DBN considers items a log-linear combination of skills. A convex combination of

skills means that items are represented as a linear combination of skill weights where all

weights are non-negative and sum to one. Unlike LR-DBN, Topical HMM allows Q to be

be hidden. However, if an expert designs a cognitive diagnostic model, Q can be clamped

to the values assumed by the expert.

• Ks,l is the probability distribution for transitioning from knowledge state l of skill s at one

time step to a knowledge state at the next time step.

• Ds,l is the emission probability of the performance for skill s and knowledge state l.

For simplicity, the distribution we use to model the priors α, τ, ω of the parameters is the Dirich-

let. The Dirichlet distribution is conjugate to the multinomial distribution, which means that the

posterior of the distribution is also a Dirichlet – and therefore it is easy to calculate. The values

of the priors are assumed to be given.

Topical HMM assumes that the knowledge of a skill cannot change while the skill is not being

practiced, and that the knowledge of skills do not change while the skill is not being practiced

(there is no transfer of learning between skills). These assumptions make possible an efficient

sampler.

3.2.2 Blocked Gibbs Sampling Inference

We use Gibbs Sampling to infer the posteriors over random variable values. We will provide just

a summary of Gibbs Sampling [Besag, 2004, Resnik and Hardisty, 2010]: we sample each hid-

den node conditioned on its Markov blanket (parents, children, and co-parents). After a burn-in

period, if some loose requirements are met, samples will converge to the true joint distribu-

tion.
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Algorithm 2 Generative story of Topical HMM
Require: A sequence of item identifiers x1...Tu for U users, number of skills S, number of

student states L, number of items M

1: function TOPICAL HMM({x1 . . . xTu : u ∈ 1 . . . U},S,L,M)
2: // Draw parameters from priors:
3: for each skill s← 1 to S do
4: for each knowledge state l← 1 to L do
5: Draw parameter Ks,l ∼ Dirichlet(τ s,l)
6: Draw parameter Ds,l ∼ Dirichlet(ωs,l)
7: for each item m← 1 to M do
8: Draw Qm ∼ Dirichlet(α)
9: // Draw variables from parameters:

10: for each student u← 1 to U do
11: for each timestep t← 1 to Tu do
12: Draw skill qu,t ∼ Multinomial(Qxu,t)
13: for s← 0 to S do
14: if s = qu,t then
15: // knowledge state could change:
16: k′′← ksu,t−1 // previous knowledge
17: Draw ksu,t ∼ Multinomial(Ks,k′′)
18: else
19: // knowledge state can’t change:
20: ksu,t ← ksu,t−1

21: q′← qu,t // current skill
22: k′← k

qu,t
u,t // current knowledge state

23: Draw performance yu,t ∼ Multinomial(Dq′,k′)

We follow a fully Bayesian treatment: given that the model’s parameters themselves are unknown

quantities, we treat them as random variables. Therefore, to train the model, we also use Gibbs

Sampling to infer the posterior over the parameter values. In our experimental evaluation, we

never use data from the test set to update parameters. We now describe how we sample the

posterior of random variables values.

3.2.2.1 Pointwise Sampling of Parameters

Because we model priors using the Dirichlet distribution and parameters with the multinomial

distribution, the posterior distribution of the parameters is a Dirichlet distribution parameterized
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by the observed evidence plus the priors’ hyperparameters [Resnik and Hardisty, 2010]. For

example, let’s consider how to sample parameter Qm. Let δ be the Kronecker’s function that is 1

iff its arguments are true. For notational convenience, let’s define the S dimensional vector α̃m

such that each entry α̃m
(s) is the empirical count of item m being assigned to skill s:

α̃m
(s) =

∑
u

∑
t

δ(qu,t = s, xu,t = m) (3.2)

Then, to sample a new value of Qm we draw:

Qm ∼ Dirichlet( α̃m

empirical count

+ αm

prior

) (3.3)

3.2.2.2 Pointwise Sampling of q nodes

We now show how to sample the skill nodes. Suppose we are using Topical HMM to model two

skills: multiplication and subtraction. Imagine a student who is an expert at subtraction, but a

novice in multiplication. If this student gets an item wrong, it is likely that the item is testing a

skill the student does not know, in this case, multiplication.

More formally, to sample skills, we need to condition on the parameters Q,D, and the student

knowledge at the current time step kt. We sample a value q proportionally to:

p(qt = q) ∝
∑
s

p(yt|ks, Dq,kst )

empirical count

p(q|Qxt)

prior

(3.4)

3.2.2.3 Blocked Sampling of k nodes

Pointwise Gibbs Sampling requires that all of the sampled conditional probabilities should be

non-zero [Goldwater, 2007]. Unfortunately, this requirement is not met in Topical HMM: in

line 19 of Algorithm 2, the if statement operationalizes the assumption that the knowledge of a

skill can only be assessed while the student is exercising the skill. This deterministic constraint

effectively sets some conditional probabilities to zero. Therefore, we need to use a blocked

sampler instead of a pointwise sampler: our algorithm samples all the knowledge nodes simulta-

neously as a block, updating all the deterministic values simultaneously.
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Figure 3.3: Sample Markov blanket for the nodes k of a 2-skill Topical HMM when q1 = 1, q3 =
1 and q2 = 2, q4 = 2. Parameter nodes are omitted for clarity.

Let’s illustrate our strategy with an example. Gibbs sampling, like the Expectation Maximization

algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977], iterates through all the latent random variables of the model,

and assumes that all other random variables are observed. As an example, when we are sampling

the knowledge random variables ks, we can assume that all other random variables are observed.

Figure 3.3a shows a two-skill Topical HMM for the purpose of sampling k: it assumes that the

skill nodes are observed. In this example, skill 1 is used at time 1 and 3, and skill 2 is used at time

2 and 4 (q1 = 1, q3 = 1 and q2 = 2, q4 = 2). When the skills are observed, some dependencies

can be removed because they are outside of the Markov blanket. If we remove nodes that are

not allowed to change their value across time (because the skill is not being used), we end up

with only the dependencies of Figure 3.3b: when the skill nodes are observed, Topical HMM is

equivalent to an HMM per skill. For example, in the figure, a two-skill Topical HMM reduces to

two HMMs. Sampling the latent states of a HMM using Gibbs sampling is straightforward, as

we can use the Forward-Backward probabilities [Besag, 2004].

In general, to sample the knowledge nodes on a S-skill Topical HMM, we build S HMMs,

removing the knowledge nodes of skills that are not being exercised. We build the sth HMM

using all the nodes kst such that qt = s.
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3.2.2.4 Pointwise sampling of y nodes

During sampling, the value of the performance yt is drawn proportionally to the emission proba-

bility D, conditioning on each skill s = qt and knowledge state l = kqtt :

yt ∝ Dqt,k
qt
t (3.5)

Since Gibbs sampling requires a large number of samples to estimate the posterior of a random

variable, during evaluation we also experimented with calculating the posterior of the random

variable yt directly, marginalizing over the student knowledge and the skills, as follows:

p(yt = y) =
∑
s

∑
l

p(qt = s)p(yt = y|kqt = l) (3.6)

However, we did not find any significant differences between the predictive performance of sam-

pling (Equation 3.5) and marginalizing skills and knowledge (Equation 3.6). Therefore, for our

experiments we only report the results of sampling.

3.3 Evaluation

We now describe the experiments we conducted with data collected from real students (Sec-

tion 3.3.1), and from synthetic students (Section 3.3.2).

3.3.1 Predicting Future Student Performance of Real Students

We evaluate cognitive diagnostic model strategies by how accurately they predict future student

performance. We operationalize predicting future student performance as the classification task

of predicting which students correctly solved the items in a held-out set. There is no consensus

in the Educational Data Mining community on how to set up such experiments for this task. For

example, previous work has used as test set the last question of each problem set [Pardos and

Heffernan, 2010], or the second half of the encounters [Xu and Mostow, 2011]. In this chapter,

we are focusing on predicting performance on unseen students, which is arguably a harder task.

To make predictions on the development and test set we use the history preceding the time step
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we want to predict. For example, to predict on the third time step, we make use of all the data up

to the second time step. Because the model does not update its beliefs with a new observation, our

implementation makes very inefficient use of memory. For example, we process a student with

three observations like three pseudo-students. The first pseudo-student has only one observation,

the second has two, and the third has three. To speed up computations and save memory, in our

experiments we predict up to the 150th time step in the development set, but we predict up to the

200th time step in the test set.

We evaluate the models’ predictions using a popular machine learning metric, the Area Under the

Curve (AUC) of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. An AUC of 1 represents a

perfect classifier; an AUC of 0.5 represents a useless classifier. AUC estimates can be interpreted

as the probability that the classifier will assign a higher score to a randomly chosen positive

example than to a randomly chosen negative example. The AUC metric is especially useful

when a dataset has one class that is much larger than the other.

For our experiments with Automatic Knowledge Tracing and Topical HMM, we initialize the

models randomly and then collect 2,000 samples of the Gibbs Sampling Algorithm described

in Section 3.2.2. We discard the first 500 samples as a burn-in period. To infer future student

performance, we use the last 1,500 samples given by Equation 3.5 on page 27.

The rest of the section is organized as follows: Section 3.3.1.1 describes the two datasets we use

in our analysis; Section 3.3.1.2 describes our use of Bayesian priors; Section 3.3.1.3 describes

experiments showing the effect of changing the number of skills in the models; Section 3.3.1.4

reports the computation time required to run our models; Section 3.3.1.5 compares Topical HMM

and Automatic Knowledge Tracing to other models. Section 3.3.1.6 describes the cognitive

diagnostic model discovered by Topical HMM.

3.3.1.1 Datasets

We now describe the two datasets of real students interacting with an intelligent tutoring sys-

tem we used for our analysis. The format of these datasets follows the PSLC Datashop for-

mat [Koedinger et al., 2010]. Each problem is divided into a sequence of one or more steps, and

it is at this level that we do our analysis: We consider the different steps as the items the student

is solving. To provide an item identifier, we use the strategy of combining problem and step
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31!(a) Bridge to Algebra Tutor R©

(b) Algebra I Linear Tutor

Figure 3.4: Screenshots of two intelligent tutoring systems
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name discussed in Section 1.1 (page 3). Students do not follow the curriculum in the same order;

the tutor decided which items the students solved in which order. Figure 3.4 shows modified

screenshots of the tutors, modified to fit on paper.

The datasets already have expert cognitive diagnostic models engineered using domain knowl-

edge. Unfortunately we do not have an estimate of how long it took an expert to build a cognitive

diagnostic model for this datasets, but if we make a conservative estimate that on average each

item can be read and classified into the skills it requires in twenty seconds, it would take a human

up to 27 hours of work to process the 5,000 items which appear in one of the datasets. Corbett

[2013] privately gave a time estimate of the effort to build the items and the cognitive diagnostic

model: creation and refinement took over four years for a team of two cognitive scientists and a

teacher; but presumably building the item bank is much more time consuming than constructing

the cognitive diagnostic model.

The expert models includes some items that use multiple skills. Appendix 7.1 lists the skills that

experts defined.

We use a development set to tune hyper-parameters (value of the priors) and select the number of

skills to model the data. The test set was only evaluated once just before writing this chapter—

no tuning was done on the test set. We learn the parameters of the model exclusively on the

training set. We only report results on the development or test set.

Carnegie Learning Bridge to Algebra Cognitive Tutor R© Data Set We use data collected by

the Carnegie Learning Bridge to Algebra Cognitive Tutor R© [Koedinger et al., 2010]. This tutor

aims to improve students’ foundational skills and prepares them for an Algebra I class.

This Bridge to Algebra R© dataset includes data from 123 students, each of whom answered an

average of 340.73 items (standard deviation 102, minimum 48, maximum 562, median 341), for

a total of 41,910 observations. The data is very unbalanced in terms of performance — over 80%

of items were answered correctly.

We split the data into three sets of non-overlapping students: a training set with 97 students,

and development and test sets with 13 students each. The entire data set contains data from 893

different problems. We encode items using a unique identifier for every step within a problem,

adding up to 5,233 different items.
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Carnegie Learning Algebra I Data Set We use data collected by the Carnegie Learning Al-

gebra I Cognitive Tutor. Carnegie Learning Algebra I is designed as a first-year Algebra course

for core instruction.

This Algebra I dataset includes data from 205 students, each of whom answered an average of

373.37 items (standard deviation 286, minimum 3, maximum 989, median 314), for a total of

73,181 observations. This dataset is also very unbalanced — over 77% of items were answered

correctly.

The data set contains data from 283 different problems. We encode items using a unique identifier

for every step within a problem. For example, we encode step “s1” within problem “p1” as item

“p1 s1”. We end up with 3,081 different items.

3.3.1.2 Bayesian Priors setup

We now describe the values we used for the priors’ hyper-parameters α, τ and ω.

• Sparse cognitive model. For our experiments with Topical HMM, we encourage sparsity

on the cognitive diagnostic model parameter (Q), motivated by the assumption that each

item uses only a few skills. When the value of the hyper-parameter of a Dirichlet prior is

below one, the samples are sparse multinomials. We set α = 0.1.

• Practice helps learning, and there is no forgetting. For our experiments with Automatic

Knowledge Tracing and Topical HMM, we tune the effect of students transitioning to a

level of better performance, and not going back to the previous level. We tune for the

combinations of magnitudes of this effect for τ = 10, 100 and ω = 10, 100.

3.3.1.3 Effect of different number of skills

We now evaluate the behavior of running Automatic Knowledge Tracing (Section 3.1) and Top-

ical HMM (Section 3.2) with a different number of skills (S). Figure 3.5 shows the number

of skills on the horizontal axis, and the AUC metric on the vertical axis. We compare the per-

formance of Topical HMM discovering a cognitive diagnostic model from data, with an expert,

manually designed model, on the task of predicting future student performance.
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(b) Algebra I Linear Tutor dataset

Figure 3.5: Development set performance for different number of skills

Each point in the graph is the best model discovered by our algorithms in the development set,

from all the different combinations of prior strengths tried (described in Section 3.3.1.2) and

random initializations. In the Bridge to Algebra R© dataset, the cognitive diagnostic model hand-

crafted by experts obtains an AUC of 0.78, while the data-driven Topical HMM performs its

best at S = 5 with an AUC of 0.76. Automatic Knowledge Tracing performs its best at S = 4

with an AUC of 0.74. On the other hand, in the Algebra I dataset, the fully automatic methods

outperform the expert models. The expert scores an AUC of 0.7, while Automatic Knowledge

Tracing scores an AUC of 0.75 at S = 6. Topical HMM discovers the best cognitive diagnostic

model with an AUC of 0.8 with S = 6.

3.3.1.4 Computation time

We now compare the time it takes to compute the cognitive diagnostic models described in the

previous section on an Intel R© Xeon R© 3Ghz computer with 16Gb of RAM. Figure 3.6 shows the

number of skills computed on the horizontal axis, and the number of computation hours on the

vertical axis. The computation time takes into consideration learning the parameters of the model

and doing predictions.

The higher performance of Topical HMM over Automatic Knowledge Tracing comes with some

computational cost. Although for 2 skills both approaches take about an hour, for 6 skills Auto-
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Figure 3.6: Time for training and prediction of the development set

matic Knowledge Tracing requires over 2 hours, while Topical HMM requires 6 hours of com-

putation. Although theoretically Topical HMM should grow in time linearly to the number of

skills, in practice we do not see this behavior. We hypothesize that this is due to high memory

consumption that may require operating system use of virtual memory.

3.3.1.5 Comparison with other approaches

We compare the performance of these methods:

• HMM. Can we find evidence of multiple skills? Topical HMM should perform better than

a cognitive model that assigns all of the items to a single skill. We run Bayesian Knowledge

Tracing1 with a cognitive diagnostic model that has only one skill in total. This approach

is equivalent to a single Bayesian HMM.

• Student Performance. What is the effect of students’ individual abilities? We predict that

the likelihood of answering item at time t correctly is the percentage of items answered

correctly up to time t− 1. Intuitively, this is the student’s “batting average”.

• Random cognitive diagnostic model. Does the cognitive diagnostic model matter? We

create a random cognitive diagnostic model with five skills and assign items randomly to

one of five categories. We then train Topical HMM to learn the student model (transition

1Although Knowledge Tracing is often called “Bayesian” for historical reasons, we are truly using a contempo-
rary Bayesian treatment of the parameters.
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and emission probabilities), without updating the cognitive diagnostic model.

• Item difficulty. What is the classification accuracy of a simple classifier? We use a classi-

fier that predicts the likelihood of answering item x as the mean performance of students in

the training data on item x. Note that this classifier does not create a cognitive diagnostic

model.

• Manual cognitive diagnostic model. How accurate are experts at creating cognitive di-

agnostic models? We use Topical HMM with the cognitive diagnostic model designed

manually by an expert using domain knowledge. We initialize the parameter Q of Topical

HMM with the expert model and do not update its values. In the case that the expert de-

cided that an item uses multiple skills, we assign uniform weight to each skill even though

the experts assumed a conjunctive model. Topical HMM cannot handle a conjunctive cog-

nitive diagnostic model. Knowledge Tracing with multiple skills is an open problem. For

example, LR-DBN [Xu and Mostow, 2011] is the state-of-the-art for modeling multiple

skills, but we were not able to use it because it is not able to make predictions on unseen

students.

• Automatic Knowledge Tracing cognitive diagnostic model. We initialize Automatic

Knowledge Tracing with the best model discovered using the development set. For Matrix

Factorization we use previously published code [Thai-Nghe et al., 2010], and adapted it to

use batch gradient descent. For simplicity, we fix the number of latent factors in matrix

factorization and the k in K-means clustering to be the same. For items in the test set that

are not seen during training, we assign them to random skills.

• Topical HMM cognitive diagnostic model. We initialize Topical HMM with the best

model discovered using the development set.

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the AUC of the different methods on the Bridge to Algebra R© and

Algebra I datasets, respectively. The error bars show the 95% confidence intervals calculated

with an implementation of the Logit method2 [Qin and Hotilovac, 2008]. The Logit method

calculates confidence intervals on non-independent points of the ROC curve.

In both datasets, the random cognitive diagnostic model performs significantly better than chance.

We hypothesize that this occurs because we try multiple random restarts and hyper-parameter

2http://www.subcortex.net/research/code/area_under_roc_curve
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configurations in the development set and we choose the best one for the test set.

In both datasets, Topical HMM outperforms all other approaches. The difference between the

expert model and Topical HMM is statistically significant in the Algebra I dataset, because the

confidence intervals do not overlap. In the Bridge to Algebra R© dataset, the AUC of both Topical

HMM and the expert model is 0.77. The automatic approach has the same performance as the

expert, manual model, but requires much less human effort. Because the confidence intervals do

not overlap, we can conclude with 95% confidence that our data-driven models are significantly

more accurate than assuming a cognitive diagnostic model with a single skill (HMM), using

the student performance (Student Perf.), or assigning items to skills randomly (Random). The

confidence intervals for Automatic Knowledge Tracing, the item difficulty classifier, the manu-

ally engineered cognitive diagnostic model and Topical HMM overlap, and have AUC scores of

0.73, 0.75, 0.77 and 0.77 respectively. In Figure 3.9, we plot the ROC curve of the three best

classifiers.

In the Algebra I dataset, Topical HMM discovers the most predictive cognitive diagnostic model

with an AUC of 0.77 ± 0.01 (with 95% confidence), while the model handcrafted by experts

only achieves an AUC of 0.67 ± 0.02; thus, the automatic approach is 14% better than the

manual model on this measure. Automatic Knowledge Tracing also performs better than the

expert (AUC= 0.73), but worse than the item difficulty (AUC=0.74). Again, our fully data-

driven methods outperform the baselines of a cognitive diagnostic model with a single skill

(HMM), using the student performance (Student Perf.), or assigning items to skills randomly

(Random).

3.3.1.6 Discovered Model

A limitation of Automatic Knowledge Tracing is that it can assign only one skill per item, while

Topical HMM can assign multiple skills per item. We now compare the cognitive diagnostic

models found by the experts and Topical HMM. To count the number of skills used by Topical

HMM, we take the last sample of the parameter Q, and count the number of entries for every

item that has probability higher than a threshold of 0.05.

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show a histogram for the Bridge to Algebra R© and Algebra I datasets. In

both datasets, the experts assign most items to a single skill for around 80% of the time. On the
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Figure 3.8: Test set AUC performance of different models for the Algebra I dataset
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Figure 3.9: Test set ROC of the best models of the Bridge to Algebra R© dataset
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Table 3.1: Learned Parameters with Topical HMM

skill Learn Forget L0 Guess Slip
0 .70 .27 .13 .11 .06
1 .75 .21 .18 .10 .04
2 .79 .20 .43 .08 .06
3 .85 .12 .44 .08 .06
4 .91 .05 .91 .01 .55

other hand, for Topical HMM the mode for both datasets is 2 skills per item, with a frequency of

about 40%.

In the table of Appendix B we show the mapping of items to skills in the the Bridge to Algebra R©

dataset. We show this dataset, because it has human readable item names. In table 3.1, we show

the learned parameters of the student model.

3.3.2 Understanding Topical HMM with Synthetic Students

We now investigate how well Topical HMM recovers the true parameters from data. For this

purpose, we constructed a synthetic data set with 300 students and 30 items. We randomly

assigned the items to two skills. Each student solves the items in the same order.

We want synthetic data to be plausible; for example, the probability of answering an item cor-

rectly if guessed should be lower than the probability of answering an item correctly if known.

Therefore, we hand-crafted some of the behavior of the synthetic students:

• The initial knowledge, the probability a student knows a skill before practicing it, is 0.3.

• The learning rate, the probability of transitioning from not knowing a skill to knowing it,

is 0.15.

• The performance of mastered skill, the probability of applying a skill correctly if the stu-

dent has mastered the skill, is 0.95.

We did not tune these values, and we did not use this knowledge to bias our inference procedure—

in this experiment we set up informationless Bayesian priors: α = −1, β = 1, τ = 1,

ω = 1.
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Figure 3.15 marks an ‘x’ on the true parameters from which the synthetic data was generated.

We ran 100 different random restarts of the Topical HMM’s Gibbs Sampler. After a burn-in

period of 400, for each random restart we collected 1,000 different samples. We then plot the

frequency of different points in the parameter space, using a contour plot. For the parameters

that determine the initial knowledge and learning rate, most of the samples are in the vicinity of

the true parameter value. However, for determining the emission probability – the performance

of answering correctly a skill, given that the skill is mastered – the sampler gets stuck in two

local optima, each one centered at the value of the parameter value. This experiment shows that

Topical HMM recovers the true parameters occasionally. Future work may investigate what are

conditions when Topical HMM is able to recover the true parameters from data.

3.4 Conclusion

We propose two novel methods, Automatic Knowledge Tracing and Topical HMM, and test them

on real student data and synthetic data. A difficulty of modeling real student data is that it may

contain many sparse items, students, observations and skills.

We present a blocked Gibbs Sampling procedure that allows efficient inference. Unlike prior

methods, Topical HMM and Automatic Knowledge Tracing discover cognitive diagnostic mod-

els that trace knowledge of students through time without engineered domain knowledge. To

our knowledge, we are the first [González-Brenes and Mostow, 2013] to present an automatic

approach to discover a cognitive diagnostic model solely from data collected over time from

student data.

Previous work on cognitive diagnostic models from static data was successful in distinguishing

between broad areas (i.e., French and math), but not finer distinctions within an area [Winters

et al., 2005, Desmarais, 2011]. Given that we were able to discover five different skills within an

Algebra data set, we are optimistic about this line of research.
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of number of skills mapped to an item in the Bridge to Algebra R© dataset
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Figure 3.11: Histogram of number of skills mapped to an item in the Algebra I dataset
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Chapter 4

Interpretability

Topical HMM and Automatic Knowledge Tracing use only student performance data to discover

a cognitive diagnostic model – a mapping from items to skills – from tutorial data. Both meth-

ods are non-convex and non-identifiable: different initializations may make them find different

cognitive diagnostic models, which may be equally predictive. Because these methods do not

consider similarity between items, some of these cognitive diagnostic models are likely less in-

terpretable than others.

But how can we operationalize interpretability? In their seminal work, Chi et al. [1981] suggest

that novice students categorize items by surface features, such as “words in problem text.” On the

other hand, experts categorize items based on abstract features of the solution, aiming to group

items that require the same principle together, such as “conservation of momentum”. We assume

that if we can explain the skills in terms of cohesive clusters of shallow features, we can improve

on interpretability.

In this chapter we focus on using surface features to increase interpretability of cognitive diag-

nostic models. We aim to discover more interpretable cognitive diagnostic models at the cost

of using some domain knowledge. We propose a method that we call ItemClue that builds a

Bayesian prior that biases similar items to be clustered together in Topical HMM. ItemClue uses

a distance function to quantify the similarity between a pair of items, and then uses the output of

a clustering algorithm as a prior to bias the estimation of Topical HMM towards clusterings that

group similar items together.
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Algorithm 3 ItemClue Prior

Require: Item text x1, x2, . . . xM , distance function distance(·, ·), number of clusters S, inten-
sity a

1: function ITEMCLUEPRIOR(x1, x2, . . . xM , d, S, a)
2: for each text i← 1 . . . tM do
3: for each text j ← 1 . . . tM do
4: Di,j ← d(Preprocess(t′i),Preprocess(t′j))

5: 〈xi → cluster ci〉 ← Relational KMeans(D, S) // Map each item xi into a cluster ci
6: for each mapping xi → ci do
7: for each skill s← 1 . . . S do
8: if s = ci then
9: αi

(s) ← a
10: else
11: αi

(s) ← 1
return α

4.1 ItemClue

We now describe ItemClue, a method to group items according to a distance function using Top-

ical HMM. Algorithm 3 describes how to build an ItemClue prior for Topical HMM: It requires

items x1 . . . xM , a distance function to specify the similarity of the items, the number of clusters

S, and a bias intensity parameter of how much the item similarity should influence discovery of

cognitive diagnostic models. Lines 2-4 build a similarity matrix comparing each item to each

other using Euclidean distance. We describe the preprocessing of items in detail in Section 4.2,

which returns a vector of feature values. Two alternatives of how to preprocess items are de-

scribed in Algorithms 4 and 5. Line 5 uses Relational K-Means [Szalkai, 2013], an extension

of the K-Means algorithm that works with an arbitrary similarity matrix, to group similar items

together into S clusters. Finally, lines 6–11 build a prior that can be used in Topical HMM.

4.2 Shallow Features

Previous methods to discover interpretable cognitive diagnostic models have been proposed by

clustering patterns in the correct answer [Li et al., 2013] or in the text of the item [Karlovčec

et al., 2012]. These approaches require feature engineering and some domain knowledge. We

operationalize these strategies, and use two distance functions with ItemClue to measure item
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similarity:

• Similarity of the correct answer: We aim to achieve interpretability by grouping items

with similar correct responses. Algorithm 4 specifies the preprocessing we use, which

reproduces previous work [Li et al., 2013]: first we tokenize an item’s correct answer, so

that the whole and fractional parts of a number are replaced by N . For example -20.5 is

replaced by −N.N . We normalize variables to be represented as v. We then extract letter

bigrams and trigrams from the tokens. We only take into consideration whether the n-gram

is present or absent. Table 4.1 shows Li et al. [2013]’s example of features we use. For

simplicity, if a question has more than one correct response, we pick one randomly. Unlike

Li et al. [2013]’s work, we do not apply Principal Component Analysis to the features

extracted. Our rationale is that the factors discovered by Principal Component Analysis

often do not exhibit a conceptual meaning and are hard to interpret.

• Similarity of the item’s text: We aim to achieve interpretability by grouping items with

similar text of the questions. For example, we would be clustering on the lexical level on

items’ text, such as “How far will you have flown in two hours?”. Algorithm 5 shows the

preprocessing we perform: we replace entities such as numbers and proper names (places

or people), we lemmatize the tokens, for example “flown” turns into “fly”, and we remove

stop words. Lastly, we count the number of times a word appears.

Algorithm 4 Preprocessing to cluster by correct algebraic response. This preprocessing was first
proposed by Li et al. [2013].
Require: Item id x

1: function CORRECT ANSWER(x)
2: x′ ← Get Correct Answer(x)
3: x′ ← Rename Variables(x′)
4: x′ ← Replace Numbers(x′)
5: return is-n-gram-present?(x′)

4.3 Evaluation

We evaluate only on data from the Algebra I tutor described in section 3.3.1.1, because this

is the only dataset for which we have both the item text and the correct response. For natural
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Table 4.1: An example list of correct answers, how they are preprocessed, and the features that
are extracted for ItemClue. This table and the preprocessing performed were first proposed by Li
et al. [2013].

Item Features extracted
Answer Preprocessed -N Nv v= =N -Nv Nv= v=N v+ +N N= Nv+ v+N +N= N=N

-3x = 6 −Nv = N X X X X X X X

2y+5=7 Nv +N = N X X X X X X X X X

Algorithm 5 Preprocessing to cluster by item text
Require: Item id x

1: function PREPROCESS TEXT(x)
2: x′ ← Get Item Text(x)
3: x′ ← Replace Named Entities(x)
4: x′ ← Lemmatize(x′)
5: x′ ← Remove Stop Words(x’)
6: return count-words(x′)

language processing, we use the Stanford Natural Language Processing Toolkit1, which includes

a Named Entity Recognition parser [Finkel et al., 2005, Angeli et al., 2012], and a Part-Of-

Speech tagger [Toutanova et al., 2003, Toutanova and Manning, 2000], useful for lemmatization.

The list of stop words we used is from the United States Patent Full Text Database2.

We show the effect of the number of clusters on ItemClue on clustering by correct algebraic

response. Figure 4.1 shows on the horizontal axis the number of clusters, and on the vertical

axis the within-cluster scatter. The scatter is simply the sum of all of the pairwise distances

between elements, with each pair of elements counted once. The within-cluster scatter is the

sum of the scatters for each cluster. We compute the within-cluster scatter from the best of

three random initializations of the clustering algorithm. As the number of clusters increases,

the within-cluster scatter decreases monotonically, except for 8 clusters, presumably due to not

finding an appropriate initialization.

We evaluate the effect of increasing interpretability by forcing Topical HMM to group similar

items together and we build an ItemClue prior at different strengths. We evaluate cognitive diag-

nostic model strategies by how well they predict future student performance. We operationalize

predicting future student performance as the classification task of predicting whether students

1http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
2http://www.uspto.gov/patft/help/stopword.htm
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correctly solved the items in a held-out set. We use the history preceding the time step we want

to predict. To speed up computations, we predict up to the 150th time step. Because we are

studying different hyper parameter strengths, we evaluate only on the development set.

Figure 4.2 shows on the horizontal axis the intensity a used to generate a prior with ItemClue,

and on the vertical axis the AUC of Topical HMM with ItemClue clustering by the similarity

of the correct answer or of the item’s text. We set the number of skills to six, which gives best

performance on the development set (see Figure 3.5). We try different hyper-parameters and

initializations, but report only the best values. The AUC when not using ItemClue (intensity

a = 100) is approximately 0.8, and it decreases when using a stronger prior (a = 103): it drops

to 0.65 and 0.62 to cluster by correct answer and text, respectively.

At the strongest prior (a = 103), Topical HMM is using only the prior to discover the item to

skill mapping. The clusters discovered are:

• Positive integer constants, abstracted as N .

• Plotting operations, e.g. Series1PlotPoint2, are responses that require students to manip-

ulate a plot.

• Simple (1 operator) constant expressions, e.g. N ·N , N +N .

• Complex (2+ operator) constant expressions, e.g. N −N ·N , N +N ·N .

• Simple (1 operator) variable expressions, e.g. N/N · x, Nx+N .

• Complex (2+ operator) variable expressions, e.g. Nx(x+N), x(N.N) +N .

Although the item to skill mapping is done automatically, the interpretations of what each skill is

requires human analysis. Future work may look at how much human effort is required to analyze

different cognitive diagnostic models. The six clusters discovered are much coarser than the ones

discovered by the expert, and may suggest that some of the expert skills could be merged.

When the prior is lower, and Topical HMM does not make use of ItemClue to bias estimation,

the clusters discovered are hard to interpret, mainly because an item often is assigned to multiple

skills at different strengths. See Figures 3.10 and 3.11 for more detail. Although multiple skills

improve accuracy, they hurt interpretability. Future work may look at using a penalty for multiple

skills.
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4.4 Conclusion

ItemClue increases the cohesiveness of clusters according to a distance function that quantifies

similarity; however, it decreases the predictive performance of Topical HMM. The fact that sur-

face features hurt the predictive performance of a cognitive diagnostic model in our experiments

requires further research, as previous work [Li et al., 2013] has used surface features to build a

cognitive diagnostic model. Future work could reproduce such work, ablating the surface fea-

tures to understand the relationship of performance and surface features.
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Chapter 5

Follow-On Work

To spare researchers from falling in the same pitfalls we did, in this chapter we discuss strategies

that have not yielded positive results yet in our preliminary experiments. Section 5.1 describes

our attempt to increase the number of parameters of Topical HMM by modeling the hierarchical

structure of problems and steps. Section 5.2 describes our attempt at reducing the number of

parameters of Topical HMM by tying parameters together. Section 5.3 reports the results of

these attempts.

5.1 More parameters: Hierarchical Topical HMM

The methods we discuss in this thesis to discover cognitive diagnostic models assume that each

item has a unique identifier. But many intelligent tutor systems, such as the ones that logged

the data in the PSLC Datashop, store more fine-grained data. Often tutors decompose items into

problems which are tasks for a student to perform that typically involves multiple steps.

We hypothesize that steps within a problem require a small number of skills, and that perfor-

mance can be improved by modeling explicitly the relationship between problems and steps.

Therefore, we propose Hierarchical Topical HMM to allow for a problem identifier, and a step

identifier, instead of only using an item. We aim to improve the interpretability of the models

discovered by Topical HMM, and to account for the different levels of granularity data that can

be studied. We describe Hierarchical Topical HMM as a graphical model in Figure 5.1 and its
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generative story in Algorithm 6. We analyze items at two levels of granularity, at the problem

level ẗ and at a step level t. The hyper-parameters of Hierarchical Topical HMM are similar to

Topical HMM:

• S is the number of skills in the model.

• U is the number of users (students).

• T̈u is the number of problems student u practiced.

• Tu(ẗ) is the number of time steps student u practiced problem ẗ.

• M̈ is the number of problems.

• L is the number of levels a student can master. For example, if we consider that students

can be novice, medium or expert, we would use L = 3.

The discrete variables account for problems and steps:

• ẍu,ẗ is the problem the student u practiced at time ẗ.

• xu,ẗ,t is the step number t the student u practiced while solving problem ẍu,ẗ.

• ru,ẗ,t is the skill mixture required for problem ẍu,ẗ.

• qu,ẗ,t is the skill required for item xu,ẗ,t.

• ks
u,ẗ,t

is a variable with values from 1 . . . L that represents the level of knowledge for skill

s. There is a Markovian dependency across time steps: if skill s is known at a point of

time, it is likely to be known at the next point of time. We model a deterministic constraint

that the knowledge of a skill can change its value only while the student exercises the skill.

Since we need to take into account problems and steps to consider the previous time point,

we defined the function previous to aid in computing the previous time step:

previous(〈ẗ, t〉) =

〈ẗ, t− 1〉, if t > 1

〈ẗ− 1, T (ẗ− 1)〉 if t = 1
(5.1)

Here T (ẗ−1) is the number of steps of the problem number ẗ−1. Let’s illustrate this with

an example. Suppose we are interested in calculating the previous time step of the first

step of the second problem. If the first problem has 3 steps, then previous(〈2, 1〉) = 〈1, 3〉.
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Figure 5.1: Hierarchical model

• yu,ẗ,t is the target variable that models performance. It is observed only during training.

Since we take a fully Bayesian approach, we model parameters as random variables.

• Rẍu,ẗ is a multinomial representing the skills required for problem ru ,̈t .

• Qqu,ẗ,t is a multinomial representing the items that use skill qu,ẗ,t.

Parameters K and D are like in Topical HMM.

• Ks,l is the probability distribution for transitioning from knowledge state l of skill s at one

time step to a knowledge state at the next time step.

• Ds,l is the emission probability of the performance for skill s and knowledge state l.

We use Dirichlet priors α, τ, ω for the parameters.
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Algorithm 6 Generative story of Hierarchical Topical HMM
Require: A sequence of problem identifiers (ẍ) and step identifiers (x) for U users, number of

skills (S), number of student states (L), number of items (M)

1: function HIERARCHICAL TOPICAL HMM(ẍ, x,S,U,L,M)
2: // Draw parameters from priors:
3: for each skill s← 1 to S do
4: for each knowledge state l← 1 to L do
5: Draw parameter Ks,l ∼ Dirichlet(τ s,l)
6: Draw parameter Ds,l ∼ Dirichlet(ωs,l)
7: for each problem m← 1 to M̈ do
8: Draw Rm ∼ Dirichlet(β)
9: for each step m← 1 to M do

10: Draw Qm ∼ Dirichlet(α)
11: // Draw variables from parameters:
12: for each student u← 1 to U do
13: for each problem ẗ← 1 to T̈u do
14: for each step t← 1 to Tu(ẗ) do
15: Draw skill ru,ẗ ∼ Multinomial(Rẍu,ẗ)
16: Draw skill qu,ẗ,t ∼ Multinomial(ru,ẗ)
17: Draw step xu,ẗ,t ∼ Multinomial(Qqu,ẗ,t )
18: for s← 0 to S do
19: if s = qu,t then
20: // knowledge state could change:
21: k′′← ks

u,previous(〈ẗ,t〉) // previous knowledge
22: Draw ksu,t ∼ Multinomial(Ks,k′′)
23: else
24: // knowledge state can’t change:
25: ksu,t ← ks

u,previous(〈ẗ,t〉)

26: q′← qu,ẗ,t // current skill
27: k′← kq

′

u,ẗ,t
// current knowledge state

28: Draw performance yu,ẗ,t ∼ Multinomial(Dq′,k′)
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of Topical HMM and Tied Topical HMM

5.2 Fewer Parameters: Tied Parameters Topical HMM

We attempted to reduce the number of parameters of Topical HMM by tying the transition and

emission probabilities in order that all skills have the same learning, guess and slip parameters.

Figure 5.2 compares Topical HMM with Tied Topical HMM – the difference between the two

models is that the parameters and priors are not skill specific.

5.3 Results and Conclusion

In our preliminary results, the Gibbs Sampler we formulated for Hierarchical Topical HMM and

Tied Topical HMM failed to learn useful parameters, as they both diverged. The alternatives to

Topical HMM in this chapter are overparameterized or underparameterized for the datasets on

which we tested them. This is, these methods have too many or too few parameters to model

real student data. Future work might use Hierarchical Topical HMM with a non-random initial-
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ization. Another possibility is to initialize the model with a simpler alternative, such as Tied

Topical HMM or Topical HMM. An interesting opportunity is to explore alternative techniques

to training Hierarchical Topical HMM, such as Variational Expectation Maximization [Beal and

Ghahramani, 2003] or Particle Filtering [Doucet et al., 2000].
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Chapter 6

Relation to Prior Work

This section is organized as follows: Section 6.1 describes prior work on automatic discovery of

cognitive diagnostic models. Section 6.2 describes prior work on student modeling. Section 6.3

describes prior work on temporal data mining.

6.1 Automatic Discovery of Cognitive Diagnostic Models

We now describe automatic methods that discover cognitive diagnostic models from performance

data and other sources.

6.1.1 Performance data

Student performance data has been used to discover cognitive diagnostic models. For example,

in psychometrics, the branch of psychology and education concerning educational statistics, ma-

trix factorization methods have been applied to static assessment instruments such as a single

exam, or a homework assignment to discover a cognitive diagnostic model. A survey of previous

approaches to automatic discovery of cognitive diagnostic models can be found elsewhere [Win-

ters et al., 2005]; popular approaches include Item Response Theory [Rasch, 1961], and matrix

factorization techniques such as Principal Component Analysis, Non-Negative Matrix Factor-

ization [Desmarais, 2011, Winters et al., 2005], and the Q-Matrix Method [Barnes et al., 2005].
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These methods can help explain what skills students have mastered, but they ignore the tem-

poral dimension of data. Unlike Topical HMM, these approaches do not discover a clustering

per se: they predict student performance as a combination of latent user traits, and latent item

difficulty traits (skills). Latent item traits (or skills) are a linear combination of performance

on items. How to apply matrix factorization techniques to students and items with little or no

past performance data is an active line of research [Zhang et al., 2011]. Topical HMM models

uncertainty in the cognitive diagnostic model and therefore does not require an ad-hoc solution

for predicting on unseen students. Clustering of performance data [Chiu et al., 2009] without

dimensionality reduction has been used to provide a cognitive diagnostic model for discovering

a student’s static knowledge using Deterministic-Input Noisy-AND (DINA) models [Junker and

Sijtsma, 2001].

Learning Factors Analysis [Cen et al., 2006] uses temporal data, but requires engineered knowl-

edge to improve upon. The knowledge provided to Learning Factors Analysis can be encoded

with an ItemClue prior, and future work may compare Learning Factors Analysis with Item-

Clue. To our knowledge, our work in Topical HMM and Automatic Knowledge Tracing is the

first to evaluate a cognitive diagnostic model for tracing student knowledge completely automat-

ically.

6.1.2 Other Approaches

Not all methods rely on using performance data to discover interpretable cognitive diagnostic

models. For example, supervised learning has been used to group the text associated with the

item [Karlovčec et al., 2012]. To improve the interpretability of the skills discovered by Topical

HMM, we make use of an existing method that uses unsupervised learning. This approach re-

quires extensive feature engineering to cluster items’ answers [Li et al., 2013]. An alternative line

of work has used simulated students to build a cognitive diagnostic model [Li et al., 2011].

6.2 Student Modeling

We now review previous student modeling techniques that relate to our methods. Knowledge

Tracing [Corbett and Anderson, 1995] is a popular method to model students’ changing knowl-
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edge during skill acquisition. It requires (a) a cognitive diagnostic model that maps each item to

the skills required, and (b) logs of students’ correct and incorrect answers as evidence of their

knowledge of particular skills. Knowledge Tracing can be formulated as a graphical model [Reye,

2004]: a student’s items that belong to the same skill are grouped into a single sequence of steps,

and a HMM is trained for each sequence. The observable variable is the performance of the

student solving the item, and the hidden state is a binary latent variable that represents whether

the student knows the skill. Topical HMM generalizes Knowledge Tracing when the cognitive

diagnostic model is known, and partitions the items into a non-overlapping set of skills (each

item uses exactly one skill). Knowledge Tracing has enabled significantly faster teaching by

intelligent tutors, while achieving the same performance on evaluations [Corbett, 2001].

Attempts to include time using tensor factorization – matrices with more than two dimensions –

to model student learning have been limited, because these methods do not scale in the number of

dimensions. To overcome this limitation, Thai-Nghe et al. [2010] only consider the average data

from the last few time steps, instead of considering the whole student performance sequence.

Topical HMM and Automatic Knowledge Tracing are able to use the whole sequence of student

performance.

6.3 Temporal Models

We formulate Topical HMM as a hierarchical Bayesian model in which each item is modeled

as a mixture over an underlying set of skills. Our formulation of Topical HMM is related to

Input-Output HMM [Bengio and Frasconi, 1995] and Factorial HMM [Ghahramani and Jordan,

1997]. We now briefly discuss these approaches.

The Input-Output HMM, as well as the conventional HMM, is tractable only with a relatively

small number of states: to represent b bits of information about the history of a time sequence, an

Input-Output HMM would need 2b distinct states [Ghahramani and Jordan, 1997]. A Factorial

HMM works around this exponentially large number of states with a distributed state representa-

tion that can achieve the same task with b binary state variables. However, Factorial HMMs only

model an output sequence. Topical HMM combines concepts from both Input-Output HMMs

and Factorial HMMs: it uses a distributed state representation and is able to map input sequences

to output sequences.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis we operationalize the question of what and when students learn as discovering

cognitive and student models, respectively. We propose four methods:

• Dynamic Cognitive Tracing, an easily implemented model that can be programmed in a

Bayesian network toolkit, but can handle only a few items and skills.

• Automatic Knowledge Tracing, a pipeline that discovers a single-skill cognitive diagnostic

model first, and then estimates the student model.

• Topical Hidden Markov Models, a joint model that discovers simultaneously a mixture of

items to skills, and the student model.

• ItemClue, an approach that leverages previous literature, to bias Topical HMM parameter

discovery towards interpretable models.

We provide empirical evidence for the thesis statement that it is possible to trace student knowl-

edge with a data-driven cognitive diagnostic model that does not rely on expert domain knowl-

edge.

In all of our experiments, Topical HMM outperformed Automatic Knowledge Tracing, at the cost

of more computational expense. The relative performance of a data-driven model and an expert

model seems dependent on the domain. For example, in the Bridge to Algebra Tutor R© dataset,

our automatic approaches did as well as the expert model. However, on the Algebra I dataset,

Topical HMM significantly outperformed the expert cognitive diagnostic model engineered with
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domain knowledge.

The contributions of this dissertation are the following:

• Fully data-driven methods that discover how to factor items into skills and when students

master them.

• Fully data-driven approaches to model skill acquisition through time.

• A novel approach to modeling items as a mixture of skills.

• An automatic approach for reasoning on entire student performance sequences, without

the need to group the information into skills.

• A principled approach that relies on Bayesian priors to bias estimation of cognitive diag-

nostic models to more interpretable solutions.

• A simple cognitive diagnostic model discovered using a method developed by Li et al.

[2013]. The model has six skills and it groups items’ correct responses either as plotting

operations or as whether they contain numbers or variables and on the number of operators

used.

• Empirical evaluation comparing cognitive diagnostic models handcrafted by experts versus

discovered automatically.

• An efficient Gibbs sampler method to perform inference on Topical HMM.

7.1 Future work and limitations

In this thesis, we have operationalized a skill as a grouping – either through hard or soft cluster-

ing – of items that have similar response patterns by students. Although our models are able to

answer what and when students learn, we are not able to answer how students are learning. For

example, our methods are agnostic as to whether students are doing addition by mental calcula-

tion or by counting fingers. Future work could leverage recent work on brain-computer interfaces

to extend our methods.

We formulate the discovery of a cognitive model as a dimensionality reduction problem. A

limitation in this approach is that we cannot distinguish between two items with the same iden-
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tifiers. Therefore, our approaches are restricted in their ability to model skills that change with

context.

We describe Topical HMM, a novel model to discover a mixture of skills for items using an

efficient Gibbs Sampler that learns from data. However, our Gibbs Sampler is only efficient

for batch processing of data, and it is not scalable for online inference. Efficient updates of

a multi-skill model are not trivial because the assignment of item to skill may change when

further evidence is presented. This may cause the paradoxical result [Hooker et al., 2009] that

the estimate of a student’s ability in some skill may decrease after answering a question correctly.

For this reason, Topical HMM might be suited for guiding tutoring activities, but not high-stakes

assessments.

We evaluate our methods on predicting student performance, not on how well they improve

tutoring. Future work may evaluate the models by the expected time gained by students [Lee

and Brunskill, 2012, Yudelson et al., 2013]. We do not evaluate the human computer interaction

issues of discovering an interpretable cognitive diagnostic model. For example, an interface that

allows the researcher to graphically compare the accuracy of the cognitive diagnostic models

and the item to skill mappings discovered at different levels of interpretability would be useful

to researchers. Such an approach could build on recent work on using graphical user interfaces

for topic modeling in documents [Hinneburg et al., 2012].

Future work may apply Topical HMM to other domains than education: a general problem in

recommender systems is accurate prediction of responses associated with dyadic data, such as

sparse matrices of movie-viewer ratings, word-document counts, or product-customer purchases.

In this thesis, we focus on student-item performance data collected at different time points from

students as they learn new material, but we are excited to explore other domains to apply the

models we propose.
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Appendix A

Expert Cognitive Diagnostic Models

In this appendix we list the skills defined by experts to illustrate how different the cognitive

models designed by experts and by automatic methods can be.

A.1 Bridge to Algebra Cognitive Tutor R©

1. Enter given side

2. Enter given area

3. Enter given circle diameter

4. Enter given circle radius

5. Enter given measurement

6. Enter given parallelogram base

7. Enter given parallelogram height

8. Enter given parallelogram non

9. Enter given rectangle length

10. Enter given rectangle width

11. Enter given square side length

12. Enter given trapezoid height

13. Enter given trapezoid longer base

14. Enter given trapezoid non base side

15. Enter given trapezoid shorter base

16. Enter given triangle base

17. Enter given triangle height

18. Enter given triangle non base side

19. Find added area

20. Find circle area in context

21. Find circle area out of context

22. Find circle circumference in context
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23. Find circle circumference out of context

24. Find individual area

25. Find individual area in context

26. Find individual area out of context

27. Find parallelogram area in context

28. Find parallelogram area out of context

29. Find parallelogram perimeter in context

30. Find parallelogram perimeter out of con-

text

31. Find rectangle area in context

32. Find rectangle area out of context

33. Find rectangle perimeter in context

34. Find rectangle perimeter out of context

35. Find square area in context

36. Find square area out of context

37. Find square perimeter in context

38. Find square perimeter out of context

39. Find subtracted area

40. Find trapezoid area in context

41. Find trapezoid area out of context

42. Find trapezoid perimeter in context

43. Find trapezoid perimeter out of context

44. Find triangle area in context

45. Find triangle area out of context

46. Find triangle perimeter in context

47. Find triangle perimeter out of context

48. Know to pose component areas

49. Know to use component areas

50. Successfully pose component areas
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A.2 Algebra I Data Set

1. Changing axis bounds

2. Changing axis intervals

3. Correctly placing points

4. Entering a given

5. Entering the slope

6. Entering the y

7. Find X any form

8. Find X any slope

9. Find X negative slope

10. Find X positive slope

11. Find Y negative slope

12. Find Y positive slope

13. Find Y Simple

14. Identifying units

15. intercept

16. Labelling point of intersection

17. Setting the slope

18. Setting the y

19. Using difficult numbers

20. Using large numbers

21. Using simple numbers

22. Using small numbers

23. Write expression any form

24. Write expression mx

25. Write expression negative slope

26. Write expression positive slope
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Appendix B

Learned Cognitive Diagnostic Models

In this appendix we list the item to skill mapping discovered by Topical HMM. The automatic

method identifies 5 skills, in contrast to the dozens identified by the expert (see previous ap-

pendix). Here, we show a random sample of 10 items assigned to each skill. We show the name

of the item, and the cluster in which it was assigned. In contrast to the expert model, the output of

an automatic method is difficult to understand. An item may be assigned to multiple skills.
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Table B.1: Cognitive Diagnostic Model Learned by Topical HMM on the Bridge to Algebra R© dataset

Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3 Skill 4 Skill 5
parallelogram-1-Q1-base-gn trapezoid-1-Q2-perimeter-gn trapezoid-1-Q1-side-2-gn square-1-Q1-side-gn trapezoid-2-Q1-shorter-base-gn
rectangle-2-Q1-base-gn parallelogram-1-Q1-base-gn square-1-Q1-perimeter-gn rectangle-1-Q1-height-gn square-1-Q1-side-gn
rectangle-2-Q1-area-gn trapezoid-1-Q1-area-gn triangle-1-Q1-base-gn trapezoid-1-Q2-longer-base-gn square-1-Q1-area-gn
area-operation rectangle-1-Q1-base-gn triangle-2-Q1-base-gn rectangle-1-Q2-area-gn trapezoid-2-Q1-area-gn
circle-1-Q1-circumference-gn trapezoid-1-Q1-area-gn square-1-Q1-area-gn rectangle-1-Q1-base-gn rectangle-1-Q1-area-gn
rectangle-1-Q1-area-gn parallelogram-1-Q1-base-gn parallelogram-1-Q1-base-gn circumference-gn area-operation
rectangle-1-Q1-height-gn trapezoid-2-Q1-area-gn area-operation trapezoid-1-Q1-area-gn trapezoid-1-Q1-area-gn
rectangle-1-Q2-area-gn trapezoid-1-Q1-longer-base-gn rectangle-1-Q1-base-gn rectangle-1-Q2-height-gn area-operation
rectangle-1-Q1-base-gn triangle-1-Q2-perimeter-gn rectangle-1-Q1-height-gn triangle-1-Q2-base-gn square-1-Q1-side-gn
parallelogram-1-Q2-side-gn trapezoid-2-Q1-shorter-base-gn rectangle-1-Q1-base-gn rectangle-1-Q2-base-gn area-operation
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